Football club wins

he was injured in the fourth quarter.

The defensive unit shut down a shaky Manhattan offense, despite almost single-handed efforts by brothers Bob and Tom O'Neill, who were the only Jaspers to run the ball.

The Engineers quickly double-teamed running back Tom O'Neill; even a change of numbers during half-time could not throw the defense off its track.

Quarterback Bob O'Neill was also hounded by the defense. John Dawley '87 and Nick Nowak '86 each pulled in an interception. Dawley's interception set up the team's second touchdown.

Other key defensive plays were made by co-captain Mike Ambrugli '85, who broke up a long pass, and by defensive tackle Larry Monroe G, who swatted down another pass.

Saturday's game marks the third time in as many games that the MIT defense has given up fewer than 100 yards on the ground. Manhattan's managed only 73 yards, compared to the Engineers' 270.

The Engineers' demonstrated the intensity of their play on the final scoring drive. MIT, beginning on its own one-yard line, marched relentlessly downfield, disregarding its 28-6 lead.

This kind of determination will be needed in face the tougher challenges of the next few weeks, according to coach Dwight Smith.

The Engineers will try to extend their three-game winning streak tomorrow at Assumption.

Erratum

The results of the debate team's first match in last Friday's Tech were reported incorrectly. Richard Seitz '88 won first place speaker award, and captain Marrell Davis '87 won second place.

Two MIT defenders bring a Jasper kick-off return to an abrupt halt Saturday.